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I Request these Federal matters be raised by
National Party Leader in Parliament on my behalf!
gary looney <garylooney@gmail.com>
Fri, Nov 14, 2008
To: W.Truss.MP@aph.gov.au, murraydarling@parliament.nsw.gov.au, Sue.Sulicich@aph.gov.au

Mr. John Williams and Mr. Warren Truss
After spending some time in your Broken Hill office over the 11th-12th Nov 08, Sue
Sulicich has shown better understanding and comprehension skills in relation to
my concerns than any other person has in Government to date!
I ask that the federal matters on my website www.broadband.notice.com.au and my
request for the removal of resultant disadvantage to start my online business be raised by
the National Party Leader in Parliament on my behalf!
I have disconnected the water from my farming venture and call on the Government to
practice what it preaches by fulfilling my simple request so I can move from water reliant
to internet reliant IT Business!
Hopefully you understand the significance of how internet can offer alternative income,
accordingly Government revenue in high liability low return areas affected by our present
and future water limitations!
I see this also as a test of the practical value of you and your office to stand up for our
outback community when needed, please just a yes or no to my request by next week so
we know if you have what it takes or are controlled by the major parties!
Please read carefully as my substantiated claims are very serious and need your help!
Please could you also provide details of any persons claiming I have lied so that I, in
fairness have a right of reply to such claimants and your self's before any false
assumptions might occur!
I stand by what I say with honesty and pride!
I have provided evidence to the ACCC, Liberal and Labor party showing in detail how
Telstra with the help of the TIO has covered up there immoral actions against me, this is
in black and white to the extent that within their own submission material and assessment
of, there are serious contradictions suggesting even to a layman with average
comprehension skills that these organisation worked together to achieve a pro-Telstra
response and hide liability! Complexly altering the facts that were in breach of the Trade
Practices Act and failing acceptable moral standards.
Accordingly the TIO's findings are knowingly based on lies and manipulation showing
what we in the real-world have known all along, that the TIO is not independent of
Telstra (being their initial founder with Optus) nor is the TIO non-bias, fair or credible
and accordingly neither can their judgement be!
The ACCC assessment of my case is also erroneous as it did not recognise the facts I state
above and there-for is based on a premise that Telstra and the TIO have behaved in a fair,
acceptable manner! Additionally their written assessment has errors of comprehension
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which contradict easily recognised facts when referenced against available provided
information; accordingly the pro-Telstra/TIO assessment findings of the ACCC cannot be
accurate or treated as credible!
Telstra cannot be Trusted to treat me fairly as shown, nor could it be expected of me to
Trust Telstra in any future dealings and because of this I have been disadvantaged for
over two years going without phone or Internet, Telstra owns the only infrastructure in
our exchange and copper connection would be the only viable option in both price and
bandwidth to start a business I had planned in 2006 to move from my then water reliant
agriculture for a sustainable future income!
Please do not just redirect this letter to Labor or Liberal party offices, they have shown
disregard and contempt for my request and choose to base their replies on false pretences
described above regardless of my stated position which is in a show of arrogance, selfrighteousness and in contempt of me, totally disrespecting my honesty and intellect in this
regard! Indeed in disrespect of their own intellect to give such a miscomprehending
reply!
I understand exactly what I have asked of Government with good reason and grounds for
doing so!
The website I supply you with was also supplied to the ACCC (See ACCC assessment) as
well as Liberal and Labor party with numerous letters; I have maintained honesty even in
light of immoral acts by others!
www.broadband.notice.com.au
I stand by my information, on the front HTML of my website you will read of my
experience and request for help of Government, PDF documents available from links on
this HTML provide documentary evidence that has been scanned with Character
Recognition meaning the site is smaller (more affordable) and searchable!
I ask specifically if you will stand-up in question time and raise my request transparently
with the parliament adding in such a speech that I want assurance for myself and my
country that Government:
1) Understands my details fully!
2) Can fulfil my request!
3) Can protect me against further disadvantage and standover tactics used by Telstra or
other parties on behalf of Telstra!
Failing the above request I will never be able to consciously hold an account with this
company and with such disadvantage comes resultant society burden through my-self and
others put in such position into the future.
Regards
Gary Looney
Box 191
Wentworth rd
MENINDEE NSW 2897
Parents Fax: 0880 914 282
(Note- I do not have a phone or internet connection and rely on public access for email)
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I received this reply on Mon Nov 17, 2008
Mr Looney,
Thank you for your email with regard to your issues with Telstra.
I note that as you have already forwarded your information onto Federal Nationals Leader Warren
Truss for action. As this is an issue that falls within the Federal jurisdiction, I recommend you await a
response from Mr Truss.
Regards,
John Williams, MP
Member for Murray-Darling
The Globe Building
1/142 Argent Street
Broken Hill NSW 2880
Telephone: (08) 8087 3315
Facsimile: (08) 8087 1796
Email: murraydarling@parliament.nsw.gov.au
------------------Dear Mr. Williams
Latter components of this issue are now Federal matters, only because of the hole dug by
Government in covering up the original underlying issues which was initially also covered up by the
TIO ETC, you get the picture.
I am a disadvantaged, personally effected citizen in your electorate and to the end of resolving this
component this is very much not a federal matter but local, effecting my ability to make a living and
your states revenue, I call on you to represent me and resolve the disadvantage promptly for me to
commence my business and make a living.
Liability or responsibility are of no interest to me from the prospective of removing my disadvantage,
however it is blatantly clear that no parties can be trusted to represent the interest of there citizens
when it comes to serious matters and if you also fall under that category then the electorate will be
Informed.
I have given some ground by including the words "Federal Matters" in my previous letter after your
office believed some matters were in a previous discussion, do not play this, please fulfill your role
and obligation to represent my personal disadvantage matters!
No Fob-offs
Gary Looney
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Publishing in the Barrier Daily Truth
(Broken Hill News Paper) 19th Nov 2008
Written By Gary Looney of Menindee

CALL WAITING FOR LOCAL MP
Broken Hill and Menindee were founded on
mining and water respectively, sustainable
income that includes Technology, Arts and
Internet based business should be
encouraged!
My plan was to move from water reliant
agriculture to an Internet business.
I have raised a problem through the office of
Mr. John Williams and National’s Leader Mr.
Warren Truss, directing both to a website for
their reference:
www.broadband.notice.com.au
I described unfair treatment by a
Telecommunications Company that denied
liability for resultant
disadvantage caused, leaving me powerless
to have the truth acknowledged.
Initially I thought the company would
apologise unreservedly with admission of
error and compensate my loss, but found
instead the response was to fight virulently
with denial.
The average person is no match for the legal
resources and assumption of credibility such
Companies have. I disconnected all services
in 2006 having no phone or Internet since!
I doubt being the only one with general
ideas to contribute for business diversity
“given credibility” and call on Government
Parties for better representation!
The average person may not solve the
finance crisis but can start a business with
impediment and disadvantage issues
resolved!
Gary Looney
Menindee
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